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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
The main objective of this document is to report all the dissemination outputs developed
during the 3 years of the project lifetime, in compliance with the guidelines defined in the
Dissemination and Exploitation Strategy and Plan document, agreed by all partners in February
2017. Together with all the dissemination outputs produced by the project, this report
presents the main conclusions and identified future challenges regarding dissemination, in the
last chapter of the document.

The project in a snapshot ….
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1. PROJECT LOGO
The official logo of the project is represented by the following image:
Figure 1. Project official logo.

The logo includes the acronym of the full title
of the project:

“BEcoming Future-ORiented
Entrepreneurs in universities and
companies”

This logo is the one used in all the documents and materials produced during the development
of the project.

2. PROJECT WEBSITE
The project website can be accessed through: www.futureoriented.eu
Figure 2. Home page of the official project website.

The website presents the objectives, contents and results of the project, including different
functionalities. This website works as the virtual platform where the e-learning materials are
hosted. Some of the sections created in the website, to be highlighted:
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 A downloads section: http://futureoriented.eu/downloads/
Figure 3. Downloads section in the official project website.

 Section about the organization of
http://futureoriented.eu/final-conference/

the

Final

Conference

in

Pisa:

Figure 4. Final Conference section in the official project website.
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Section including the beFORE human team: http://futureoriented.eu/about-us/
Figure 5. Section presenting the beFORE human team in the official project website.
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 Section where the E-Learning Platform is hosted, with two accesses:
http://futureoriented.eu/e-learning/
http://futureoriented.eu/foresight-course/
Figure 6. E-Learning Platform hosted in the official project website.
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3. THE PROJECT LEAFLETS
During the project lifetime, different leaflets have been designed and published:
−

At the beginning of the project, to give an overview of the project’s objectives
motivations, methodology and expected results.
Figure 7. Initial double faced leaflet in English.
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Figure 8. Initial double faced leaflet in Spanish.
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−

During the testing phase of the e-learning platform to encourage our target groups to
get involved and participate in the pilot events.
Figure 9. Leaflet encouraging target group to participate in the testing phase.
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−

Final leaflet to disseminate the beFORE Final Conference in Pisa
Figure 10. Leaflet about the Final Conference in Pisa.

4. THE SOCIAL MEDIA PROFILES
In order to disseminate the word about the project, its development and results, to engage a
broader public and increase the awareness about futures literacy, foresight and
entrepreneurship interrelated topics, five social media profile have been created.
Figure 11. Icons of the social media channels used.

To access these profiles, click on the following links:
• Twitter account: https://twitter.com/beFORE_eu
• Facebook account: https://www.facebook.com/futureoriented/
• Linkedin group: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12077406
• Researchgate project: https://www.researchgate.net/project/beFORE-ErasmusProject-Becoming-Future-ORiented-Entrepreneurs-in-universities-and-companies
• Youtube Channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuqEGgNr0PtSW4PWktsbCJA
11
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Interaction generated by these social media channels is described in the following table:
Followers

Table 1. Social media channels impact numbers.
Posts
Interactions
Reach

Twitter

157

115

1.961

166.627 impressions

Facebook

208

117

2.968

18.738 people reached

Linkedin

117

87

201

NA

5. A SUMMARY OF THE CONTENTS PUBLISHED AND EVENTS
ORGANIZED TO DISSEMINATE THE PROJECT
This fifth section includes the main contents published and events organized by the
Consortium and its partners to disseminate the project during the three years of the project
lifetime.
This way, 110 pieces of news have been published on line - in partners’ and third parties’
websites -, as well as in other magazines, newspapers and blogs, including in one case, a
mention to the beFORE project in a TV show. Additionally, 78 news have been posted in the
beFORE official website and 319 posts in beFORE official social media channels.
On the other hand, Consortium partners have presented contents and results of the beFORE
project in 113 events; some of them created specifically ad-hoc as a beFORE event, while in
other cases, the project has been presented in events organized by other stakeholders. It must
be highlighted how 12 specific events have been organized in collaboration with Consortium
partners from different countries, as it is specified in the subsection 5.2. In addition, 11
National Events have been organized in the 4 Consortium countries, as described in section 6.
All these contents and events aim at disseminating the project among relevant stakeholders,
as well as getting their involvement and engagement in relation to futures literacy and
entrepreneurship. These target groups include stakeholders from the academic, students and
business community, along with the inclusion of public bodies. In some cases the published
contents may reach a broad audience (i.e. public in general), due to the use of organizational
common channels; however, in many other cases specific public targets have been reached
through the organization of specific events and targeting of channels (i.e. direct and
personalized mailing, personal contact…).

5.1. A summary of the contents published
This sub-section reports all the articles and news about the beFORE project published on
media channels (magazines, newspapers, TV show) or websites, as well as other contents
closely related to the link between foresight, education and/or entrepreneurship and business.
On the one hand, the “news” section of the beFORE official website includes all the news
generated (78) from the launching of the website (see link: http://futureoriented.eu/blog/); on
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the other hand, Table 2, 3 and 4 summarize the publications made by each Consortium partner
through other channels (i.e. own channels, third party channels).
Contents published

Table 2. Publications made by each Consortium partner in 2017.
Type of
Link
publication

before ERASMUS + Knowledge Alliance
2017 -2019

Website post

http://www.feneu.org/en/projects-studies/

Nurturing entrepreneurs of tomorrow

Article in the
Linkedin Pulse
magazine

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/nurturingentrepreneurs-tomorrow-anna-sacioszyma%C5%84ska?trk=mp-reader-card

Przedsiębiorcy przyszłości– oferta
edukacyjna dla uczelni i firm

Website post

http://www.itee.radom.pl/index.php/pl/archiwum/119aktualnosci/aktualnosci-2017/493-before

Entrepreneurs of the future - designing
educational offer for universities and

Website post

http://www.itee.radom.pl/lang/index.php/106aktualnosci/aktualnosci-2016/211-entrepreneurs-ofthe-future-designing-educational-offer-for-universitiesand-companies

First newsletter presentation

Website post

http://www.itee.radom.pl/lang/index.php/106aktualnosci/aktualnosci-2016/213-before-newsletter

The quest for competences of a futureoriented entrepreneur

Article in the
Linkedin Pulse
magazine

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/quest-competencesfuture-oriented-entrepreneur-anna-sacioszyma%C5%84ska?articleId=6293062661806657536#co
mments-6293062661806657536&trk=prof-post

The quest for competences of a futureoriented entrepreneur

Website post

http://www.itee.radom.pl/lang/index.php/106aktualnosci/aktualnosci-2016/214-the-quest

beFORE - Becoming Future Oriented
Entrepreneurs in Universities and
Companies

Website post

http://www.ewi-psy.fuberlin.de/einrichtungen/weitere/institutfutur/Projekte/beFORE/index.html

Erre Quadro is proud to announce the
start of the Erasmus+ Knowledge
Alliance project: Becoming FutureORiented Entrepreneurs in universities
and companies – BeFORE.

Website post

http://www.errequadrosrl.com/news-ed-eventi/
http://www.errequadrosrl.com/en/news-events/

Newsletter presentation

Website post

http://www.errequadrosrl.com/news-ed-eventi/
http://www.errequadrosrl.com/en/news-events/

Progetto beFORE, Educare
all’imprenditorialità del futuro

Website post

https://91c.it/progetto-before-educareallimprenditorialita-del-futuro/

Secondo meeting del progetto beFORE

Website post

https://91c.it/secondo-meeting-del-progetto-before/

Seconda Newsletter del progetto
beFORE

Website post

https://91c.it/seconda-newsletter-del-progetto-before/

Terzo meeting del progetto beFORE

Website post

https://91c.it/terzo-meeting-del-progetto-before/

Article in Polish and English introducing
the beFORE project

Website post

http://4cf.pl/projekt-4cf-w-europejskim-konsorcjumjest-realizowany/ http://4cf.pl/before-project-4cf-inthe-european-erasmus-consortium/?lang=en

Article in polish informing on the
concept of futures literacy and related
goals and planned effects of the beFORE
project.

Online article

PTSP (The Polish Society for Future Studies) Website

Politechnika Białostocka BEFORE. Ponad
200 tys. zł. na realizację projektu

Post in local
journal official
website

http://bialystok.wyborcza.pl/bialystok/1,35241,2064417
1,politechnika-bialostocka-before-ponad-200-tys-zl-narealizacje.html?disableRedirects=true
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Inauguracja projektu beFORE na
politechnice białostockiej

Website post

http://wz.pb.edu.pl/Aktualno%C5%9Bci/2017/04/02/In
auguracja-projektu-beFore-na-PolitechniceBia%C5%82ostockiej

II spotkanie konsorcjum projektu
beFORE

Website post

http://wz.pb.edu.pl/Wydarzenia/e926VtwE0ul__wuzckRQA/II-spotkanie-konsorcjum-projektubeFore

II spotkanie projektu beFORE

Website post

http://wz.pb.edu.pl/Wydzia%C5%82/Galeria/bGlyPL8HC
k6Nl5AcBDiroQ/II-spotkanie-projektu-beFORE

II spotkanie projektu pt. “BEcoming
Future-ORiented Entrepreneurs in
universities and companies – beFORE"

Website post

http://wz.pb.edu.pl/Aktualno%C5%9Bci/2017/05/26/IIspotkanie-projektu-pt-Becoming-FutureORientedEntrepreneurs-in-universities-and-companies--beFORE

Wydział zarządzania politechniki
Białostockiej przystąpił do Europejskiej
Sieci Foresightowej

Website post

http://wz.pb.edu.pl/Aktualno%C5%9Bci/2017/08/16/W
ydzia%C5%82-Zarz%C4%85dzania-PolitechnikiBia%C5%82ostockiej-przyst%C4%85pi%C5%82-doEuropejskiej-Sieci-Foresightowej-Foresight-EuropeNetwork

ZESPÓŁ beFORE NA ECMT+

Website post

http://wz.pb.edu.pl/Aktualno%C5%9Bci/2017/12/16/Ze
sp%C3%B3%C5%82-beFORE-na-ECMT

Arranca el proyecto de prospectiva y
emprendimiento Erasmus+ beFORE

Website post

http://prospektiker.es/news/1488790981

Segunda reunión de la alianza Erasmus+
BEFORE sobre prospectiva y
emprendimiento en Polonia

Website post

http://prospektiker.es/news/1497001418

Reunión de la Red Europea de
Prospectiva (FEN) y Taller sobre el
Futuro del Trabajo/Tecnología 2050 en
Turku, Finlandia

Website post

http://prospektiker.es/news/1497884018

Taller ERASMUS+ BEFORE sobre
prospectiva y emprendimiento en la
Conferencia sobre innovación ISPIM
Viena 2017

Website post

http://prospektiker.es/news/1499849137

Reunión del proyecto beFORE y de la red
FEN en Florencia

Website post

http://prospektiker.es/news/1511168575

Educare all’imprenditorialità del futuro:
l’Ateneo partner del progetto europeo
beFORE

Website post

https://www.unipi.it/index.php/news/item/10057educare-all-imprenditorialita-del-futuro-l-ateneopartner-del-progetto-europeo-before

Contents published

Table 3. Publications made by each Consortium partner in 2018.
Type of
Link
publication

beFORE goes to Berlin

Website post

https://wiz.pb.edu.pl/2018/05/24/before-goes-toberlin/

Project meeting in Warsaw

Website post

https://wiz.pb.edu.pl/projekty/before/

Mention to the beFORE project during
the talk show on the future of transport
(Magazyn Świat, TVN24), where Norbert
Kolos (4CF) was invited as a guest.

Talk show (TV)

https://tvn24bis.pl/swiat,166,m

Update about the project

Website post

http://www.errequadrosrl.com/en/news-events/

th

Website post

http://www.errequadrosrl.com/en/news-events/

th

Website post

http://www.errequadrosrl.com/en/news-events/

Update about the 6 Newsletter
Update about the 7 Newsletter
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Prospektiker y beFORE en el OPEN IRUN
LAB: pensamiento a futuro para
promover el emprendimiento y la
innovación estratégica

Website post

http://prospektiker.es/news/1518508873

4ª reunión del proyecto beFORE
celebrada en Berlín

Website post

http://prospektiker.es/news/1526645478

Participación de Prospektiker en la
Reunión de la Red Europea de
Prospectiva organizada en Berlín

Website post

http://prospektiker.es/news/1527510647

Participación de Prospektiker en la
Conferencia FTA 2018 en Bruselas –
Proyecto beFORE

Website post

http://prospektiker.es/news/1530271841

Comité de Planificación del Proyecto
Millennium y reunión de la Red
Iberoamericana RIBER – Presentación
del Proyecto beFORE

Website post

http://www.prospektiker.es/eu/news/1542194009

Quarta newsletter del progetto beFORE

Website post

https://91c.it/quarta-newsletter-del-progetto-before/

How to invent new ideas? Philosophy
can help us.

Website post

https://91c.it/creare-nuove-idee-facciamolo-la-filosofia/

Novità sul progetto beFORE: leggi la 5a
Newsletter

Website post

https://91c.it/novita-sul-progetto-before-leggi-la-5anewsletter/

Updates on the first 18 months of the
project

Website post

https://91c.it/gia-passati-18-mesi-le-ultime-notiziebefore/

Ultime notizie dal progetto beFORE

Website post

https://91c.it/ultime-notizie-dal-progetto-before/

Table 4. Publications made by each Consortium partner in 2019.
Type of
Link
Contents published
publication
The beFORE e-learning platform is ready
for testing; first group testing done in
Poland! linkedin
Platforma e-learningowa z zakresu
badań foresightowych – rezultaty
projektu beFORE. Website of the Faculty
Engineering of Bialystok University of
Technology
Published/liked/retweeted
Information about the 5th project
meeting
beFORE goes to Greece. Website of the
Faculty Engineering of Bialystok
University of Technology
beFORE goes to Greece. website of the
project, linkedin
beFORE na konferencji Constructing
Social Futures. Website of the Faculty
Engineering of Bialystok University of
Technology
Information about the 7th project
meeting

Website post

//

Website post

//

MUE social
Network
activities
Project
meeting in
Bilbao
Website post

https://es-es.facebook.com/EnpresagintzaMU/

Website post

//

Website post

//

Project
meeting in

https://wiz.pb.edu.pl/2019/07/30/7th-beforepartnership-meeting/

https://wiz.pb.edu.pl/2019/02/20/before-goes-tobilbao/
//
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7th beFORE partnership meeting.
Website of the Faculty Engineering of
Bialystok University of Technology
beFORE goes to China. Website of the
Faculty Engineering of Bialystok
University of Technology
beFORE goes to China. website of the
project, linkedin
BeFore goes to Bilbao. Website of the
Faculty Engineering of Bialystok
University of Technology
Information about the final conference
Konferencja Zamykająca projekt
beFORE. Website of the Faculty
Engineering of Bialystok University of
Technology
News about voice control. linkedin
Participation in the final conference. On
the official website of the faculty was
presented a short report from the final
conference and a link to the e-learning
platform together with an invitation to
test.
Before goes to PISA!. Website of the
Faculty Engineering of Bialystok
University of Technology
Tweet refering to an article on beFORE
blog
making community aware of beFORE
article
Article on Kiron gGmbH
tweet about projefct meeting in Bilbao
Article on futures dayand relevance of
futures orientation
tweet talking about national event
unidigital
post to generate interest in piloting
action
tweet relating beFORE to social
innovation
two tweet from the conference future
of engineering in Warsaw
tweet from the futures conference and
on the workhsop
tweet from the futures conference general towards beFORE project
re-tweets of a futures games – refering
to learning to use the future
re-posting of post on project meeting in
Warsaw
making community aware of beFORE

Warsaw
Website post

//

Website post

//

Website post

//

Website post

//

Final
conference local news
Website post

https://wiz.pb.edu.pl/2019/11/07/konferencjazamykajaca-projekt-before/

LinkedIn post
Final
conference

//
https://wiz.pb.edu.pl/2019/11/29/before-goes-to-pisa/

Website post

//

Twitter posts

//

Facebook post

//

LinkedIn
article
Twitter posts
LinkedIn
article
Twitter posts

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/news-from-beforeproject-kiron-open-higher-education-best-ollenburg/
//
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/march-1st-future-dayget-chance-become-stefanie-ollenburg/
//

LinkedIn post
Twitter posts

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/stefanieollenburg_for
esight-academics-futures-activity6534808492149100544-HM2I
//

Twitter posts

//

Twitter posts

//

Twitter posts

//

Twitter posts

//

Facebook post

//

Facebook post

//

//
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article
re-posting beFORE article
re-tweets with comment on Kiron event
re-posting from Kiron event
referencing a tweet by Dr. Riel Miller
post on the anticipation conference
at least five tweets relating anticipations
conference to beFORE project
Journal of Futures Studies, June 2019,
23(4): 51-62

Kapitel21 Blog

update about the bilbao meeting
post on Leonardo da Vinci as one of the
first futurist

update about the meeting in warsaw
post on the final conference that will be
in Pisa
post on the final conference that will be
in Pisa and on registration information
post on the final conference that will be
in Pisa and on registration information
post on the final meeting and the final
conference held in pisa
post on the final meeting and the final
conference held in pisa
Partners meeting in Bilbao
Social media to launch the testing phase
Advertising of the Spanish National
Event
Participation in the Future of
Engineering Conference and FEN
meeting in Warsaw
Partners meeting in Warsaw
Website Post

Final Conference in Pisa

Facebook post
Twitter posts
Facebook post
twitter posts
LinkedIn post
Twitter posts
A FuturesDesignProcess Model
for
Participatory
Futures
Zukunftsforsc
hung über eLearning –
geht das?
Website post
post for the
official
before's
website and
linkedIn
Website post
erre quadro's
linkedin post
erre quadro's
linkedin post
erre quadro's
website post
erre quadro's
linkedin post
erre quadro's
website post
Website post
Social media
to launch the
testing phase
Website post

//
//
//
//
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/stefanieollenburg_anti
cipation2019-design-futures-activity6588682479173935104-Dl8I
//
https://jfsdigital.org/articles-and-essays/vol-23-no-4june-2019/a-futures-design-process-model-forparticipatory-futures/

http://www.kapitel21zukunftsforschung.de/zukunftsforschung-ueber-elearning/
https://www.errequadrosrl.com/en/erre-quadro-inbilbao-for-the-meeting-of-before-project/
http://futureoriented.eu/the-genius-of-leonardo-afuturist-man-from-the-past/

https://www.errequadrosrl.com/en/penultimatemeeting-of-before-project/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6
594970170702209024
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6
597144422872293376
https://www.errequadrosrl.com/en/before-projectsfinal-conference/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6
606227176448630784
https://www.errequadrosrl.com/ultimo-meeting-delprogetto-before/
http://www.prospektiker.es/news/1553769196
//
http://www.prospektiker.es/news/1556008655

Website post

http://www.prospektiker.es/news/1561548117

Website post
Announcemen
t of the Final
Pisa
Conference
Website post.
Final
Conference in

http://www.prospektiker.es/news/1562571453
http://www.prospektiker.es/news/1573121879

//
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News about the elearning platform

Organization of the National Event
News to disseminate the platform – SPRI
- Basque Government Agency for
Business Development and
Competitiveness

News presenting the organized National
Event and the launching of the elearning
platform in the Mondragon Corporation
Strategic Information System Newsletter
and in the Mondragon Strategic
Information System
News presenting the organized National
Event and the launching of the elearning
platform in Mondragon Corporation
Magazine Newsletter and the online and
paper Magazine (Tu Lankide)
Post on the 8th newsletter of the project
Post on the e-learning course
Article on Warsaw meeting
Post on the new commissioner for
foresight
Article on the final conference in Pisa
Post on the final conference in Pisa

Pisa
Website post.
Dissemination
of the
elearning
platform
Website post
Website post
about the
platform in
the SPRI
website,
newsletter
and social
media
News about
the launching
of the
platform

http://www.prospektiker.es/news/1576765120

http://www.prospektiker.es/news/1576855100
"https://www.spri.eus/es/innovacioncomunicacion/before-lanza-una-plataforma-deformacion-para-anticiparse-al-futuro/

Corporate Mondragon Corporation Strategic
Information System

News Mondragon
Corporation

https://www.tulankide.com/es/prospektiker-ymondragon-unibertsitatea-participan-en-la-plataformade-formacion-before

Facebook post
Facebook post
Website post
Facebook post

//
//
//
https://www.spri.eus/archivos/boletines/html/GS_ES_2
020-01-09.html"
https://91c.it/novita-dal-progetto-before-leggi-lanewsletter-8/
https://www.facebook.com/91Ccoworking/posts/36601
7893954398?__tn__=-R

Website post
Facebook post

In addition to these publications and official projects’ social media profiles and newsletters
(see publication of newsletters in section 7), partners have used their own social media
channels and organizations newsletters to multiply the impact on the target groups to be
reached. Figure 12 presents some examples of the posts published on different social media
profiles, websites and other communication channels.
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Figure 12. Some examples of partners’ social media posts and other publications.
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5.2. A summary of the events organized
Several events have been organized by individual partners and by the Consortium as a whole in
order to disseminate the project and its contents and reach as many relevant stakeholders as
possible.
Table 5, 6 and 7 report twelve dissemination events organized by the Consortium as a whole
(i.e. events where all partners or some partners from different countries participated) to
disseminate the project and its ongoing results. These events consisted of the presentation of
the beFORE project in international conferences’ and networks’ events, in the fields of
innovation, business, education and foresight, not only in Consortium’s countries but also in
other European Countries, as for instance, Finland, Sweden, Brussels, Austria or Norway.
Events organized in these events include ad-hoc workshops and seminars, poster
presentations and oral presentations (through abstracts and papers submission).
Approximately 180 relevant stakeholders participated actively and directly in these events (ie.
participants in the workshops), with a total audience of approximately 1.700 people (impacted
through the posters and in situ networking).
Event title

Table 5. A summary of events organized by the Consortiuma as a whole in 2017.
Location
Event official website

Local dissemination event
organised with Radom
Municipality for academics,
entrepreneurs and students

Radom
(Poland)

http://www.investinradom.pl/page/8,aktualnosci.html?id=385

Foresight Europe Network
meeting at the conference
Futures of a Complex Word

Turku
(Finland)

https://futuresconference2017.wordpress.com/

ISPIM 2017: Futures Literacy and
Entrepreneurship (beFORE
WORKSHOP) within XXVIII ISPIM
INNOVATION CONFERENCE
"Composing the Innovation
Symphony" 18-21.06.2017

Vienna
(Austria)

http://www.ispim-innovation-conference.com/

Foresight Europe Network
meeting in Florence

Florence
(Italy)

http://www.feneu.org/

Event title

Table 6. A summary of events organized by the Consortiuma as a whole in 2018.
Location
Event official website

Foresight Europe Network
workshop at Institut Futur of
Free University Berlin

Berlin
(Germany)

http://www.feneu.org/en/news/

Future-oriented Technology
Analysis conference – Poster
presentation

Brussels
(Belgium)

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/fta2018

2018 ISPIM Innovation
Conference "Innovation, the
name of the game" - Workshop

Stockholm
(Sweden)

https://www.ispim-innovation-conference.com/

Conjectural Futures conference
and workshop

Berlin
(Germany)

http://www.conjectural-futures.net/?lang=en
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Event title

Table 7. A summary of events organized by the Consortiuma as a whole in 2019.
Location
Event official website

Future Engineering Conference
2019 - Enabling foresight in
organisations – Poster and
presentation

Warsaw
(Poland)

https://fe2019.itee.radom.pl/index.php/en/programkonferencji-2

Futures Conference 2019
“Constructing social futures sustainability, responsibility and
power” - Workshop

Turku
(Finland)

https://futuresconference2019.files.wordpress.com/2019/06/c
sf_session-programme-002_rs.pdf

Anticipation Conference 2019 Workshop

Oslo (Norway)

http://anticipationconference.org/programme/

UNESCO Global Futures Literacy
Design Forum

Paris (France)

https://en.unesco.org/events/global-futures-literacy-designforum

https://futuresconference2019.wordpress.com/programme/

The following Figures give some evidence of the dissemination events included in previous
tables.
Figure 13. Meeting with Radom Municipality (Poland).

Figure 14. FEN Meeting in Turku (Finland).

Figure 15. ISPIM Meeting in Vienna (Austria).

Figure 16. . FEN Meeting in Florence (Italy).

Figure 17. FEN meeting in Berlin (Germany).

Figure 18. Poster presentation in Brussels (Belgium).
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Figure 19. ISPIM workshop in Stockholm (Sweden).

Figure 20. Conjectural Futures workshop in Berlin
(Germany).

Figure 21. Presentation in the Future Engineering
Conference in Warsaw (Poland).

Figure 22. Workshop in the Futures Conference in Turku
(Finland).

Figure 23. Workshop in the Anticipation Conference in
Oslo (Norway).

Figure 24. UNESCO Global Futures Literacy Design Forum in
Paris (France).

As well as this, Table 8, 9 and 10 report 113 different dissemination events organized by
individual partners or in some cases, by some partners from the same country together. These
events include from workshops, to presentations, personal meetings and networking activities.
In these cases too, it is worth noting how some of these events were organized in countries
not covered by the Consortium, as Ghana, Turkey, Mexico, Bolivia or Dubai. In total,
approximately 7.700 relevant stakeholders where reached by the impact of these events. It is
important to mention that some of these stakeholders play a representative role of many
other stakeholders (i.e. CEO’s of sectorial associations integrated by other
members/companies), so the real multiplier effect is expected to be much higher than the
defined number.
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Table 8. A summary of events organized by partners or where partners participated presenting the
beFORE project, in 2017.
Location
Event official website
Event title
Jahrestreffen Netzwerk Zukunftsforschung Annual meeting of the Foresight Network –
Presentation of the project

Berlin (Germany)

http://netzwerkzukunftsforschung.de/veranstaltungen/

Institut Futur (FREIE) at Business Brunch azh
Novatis GmbH - Keynote on beFORE and
Foresight

Munich
(Germany)

//

Presentation of the project to a research group of
the university of Middel East (Ankara)

Ankara (Turkey)

//

Meeting with Dr. Eric Maiser, Head of future
Business

Frankfurt
(Germany)

//

Meeting with Dr. Schenk (Technology-Transfer
Manager) and Fr. Balke (Manager Training and
Education Centre

Mannheim
(Germany)

//

Lampertheim (Ge
rmany)

//

Telco (Germany)

//

Ludwigshafen
(Germany)

https://www.cvcsuedwest.com/forum/1/8/409/TechnologySite-Visit-am-24-August-2017-bei-deraveniture-GmbH-in-Ludwigshafen.html

Petersberger Industriedialog

Bonn (Germany)

n/a

Workshop: Where do you go, entrepreneurship
education? ECMT+ teacher training event

Poznań (Poland)

http://www.ecmt-plus.eu/

Talleres de prospectiva sobre la futura oferta de
servicios

Oñati / Irun
(Spain)

See 1 beFORE e-newsletter

Greenpreneurs - International Multiplier event

Pamplona (Spain)

http://greenpreneurs.eu/news/greenprene
urs-final-international-conference-washeld-on-june-26th/

Presentation of the Project and the results of
WP1 in the 7th International Scientific
Conference "World Economy - Challenges of the
21st Century". Kazimierz Pulaski University of
Technology and Humanities, Department of
Economics and Law Sciences

Radom (Poland)

www.worldeconomy.uniwersytetradom.pl

Presentation of the project in the RIBER network
meeting

Monterey
(Mexico)

http://prospektiker.es/news/1492498541

Presentation of the project in a meeting with the
CEOs of 5 provincial sectorial clusters

San Sebastián
(Spain)

//

Meeting at METU University, with the Director
and Professors of Industry 4.0 department to
discuss possible collaborations in research,
training and technology transfer

Ankara (Turkey)

//

Training on Entrepreneurship Education Design Presentation of the project to organizations
which are going to organize entrepreneurship
programs

Florence (Italy)

//

Training on Entrepreneurship Education Design -

Pisa (Italy)

//

Tag der Luft- und Raumfahrt der Region
Project Presentation to U. Schaumann, E.G.O.
Head of corporate Foresight
Technology Site Visit E-Mobilität und Strategie

st
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Presentation of the project to organizations
which are going to organize entrepreneurship
programs

Table 9. A summary of events organized by partners or where partners participated presenting the
beFORE project, in 2018.
Location
Event official website
Event title
International Conference on Entrepreneurship,
Business and Technology (ICEBUT) 2018;
Methodist University College Ghana

Accra (Ghana)

http://www.icebut.org/

Conference on Innovative Methods in
Management, Production Engineering and
Logistics

Bialystok (Poland)

//

Summer School of Logistics

Bialystok (Poland)

https://wiz.pb.edu.pl/2018/07/05/rozpocze
la-sie-miedzynarodowa-letnia-szkolalogistyki/

Strategic foresight classes: presentation of the
beFORE project to the students of Logman
project, study programme and specialization:
Management, smart and innovative business

Bialystok (Poland)

//

Meeting @ FGB - Fondazione Giacomo Brodolini

Brussels
(Belgium)

//

Engineering students meeting – University of Pisa

Pisa (Italy)

//

Opening day of GATE - beFORE project National
Meeting

Pisa (Italy)

//

Summer School Entrepreneurship in Humanities Fondazione Golinelli

Bologna (Italy)

//

MedNet Study Visit - Oxfam

Florence (Italy)

//

Il futuro è 4.0: l’innovazione digitale nelle
cooperative sociali - Seminar on Innovation and
Industry 4.0 for companies

Monza (Italy)

//

"Impresa 4.0 nel settore agricolo: l’impatto Seminar on Innovation and Industry 4.0 for
companies

Asti (Italy)

//

Elkarreking Ekin Workshop

Oñati (Spain)

http://futureoriented.eu/kick-off-event-forelkarrekin-ekin-in-mue-nothing-isimpossible-future-thinking-to-promotebusiness-innovation-strategies/

Kolloquium Futur: internal presemntation to
researchers at the FREIE University

Berlin

//

Politics of design - Keynote "Using future,
designing future: What is behind the project
beFORE?" and Workshop on Futures literacy

Potsdam

//

Futures Literacy meets transformative Literacy Workshop

Berlin

//

Creative bureaucracy festival – Poster
presentation

Berlin

https://www.creativebureaucracy.net/2018
/programm

Jahrestreffen / Fachtagung Netzwerk
Zukunftsforschung - Workshop

Berlin

//

Schoene Neue Welt – Presentation and

Berlin

https://www.snw2048.de
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discussion
DBG transformative Bildung – Presentation and
discussion
Presentation of the beFORE project by Kacper
Nosarzewski (4CF) in his speech "Between
research and business: Can futurology and
strategic foresight really be useful for start-ups?
Surfing on the wave of the future" at the
European Startup Days event that accompanied
the European Economic Congress in Katowice,
Poland

Berlin

//

Katowice (Poland)

http://www.estartupdays.eu/2018/en/spea
kers/kacper-nosarzewski,2555.html

Representatives of the Polish Society for Futures
Studies, who work closely with 4CF, talked about
the beFORE project and its main goals during The
Future of Education Futures Literacy workshops

Warsaw (Poland)

http://www.ibe.edu.pl/pl/aktualnosci/825edukacja-na-fali-zmian

Innowator Mazowsza - Mazovian Innovator
competition gala. Mazovian Innovator is an
annual competition for the most innovative
young scientists and businesses in the Mazovian
Voivodship, who can win both cash prizes and
other benefits

Warsaw, PL

https://innowacyjni.mazovia.pl/dzialania/inf
ormator-mazowsza/x-edycji-konkursuinnowator-mazowsza.html

NASK Conference on Cybersecurity, organized as
a kick-off event during the European
Cybersecurity Month

Warsaw, PL

https://bezpiecznymiesiac.pl/

Warsaw Home Expo

Warsaw, PL

UNESCO Imagining Africa's Futures - Ben Guerir
Working Meeting hosted by OCP Foundation.

Ben Guerir, MA

https://warsawexpo.eu/en/wydarzenie/war
saw-home-2018-international-trade-fairfor-interior-design/
//

Trends and potential of the Mazovian Photonics
Industry Conference – organized by 4CF for the
Marshal Office

Warsaw, PL

//

Masters and Robots Conference organized by
Singularity University Warsaw Chapter

Warsaw, PL

https://mastersandrobots.tech/

One Lesson about the future - FL educational
project by Polish Society for Futures Studies

Warsaw, PL

UNESCO Imagining Africa's Futures - Futures
Literacy Laboratory-Novelty ‘Human Mobility in
2100: Youth Perspectives on the Future’

Marrakesh, MA

https://ptsp.pl/projekt-jedna-lekcja-oprzyszlosci-uzyskal-wsparcie-wojewodztwamazowieckiego/
https://en.unesco.org/events/futuresliteracy-laboratory-novelty-human-mobility2100-youth-perspectives-future

Trends and potential of the Mazovian Packaging
Industry Conference – organized by 4CF for the
Marshal Office

Warsaw, PL

//

ProcessNet Zukunftsforschung und
Innovationsmanagement

Frankfort

http://processnet.org/Zukunftsforschung+u
nd+Innovationsmanagement.html

VDMA GK Corporate Foresight

Frankfort

List of participants and agenda are ready.

Weinl, Deutsche Bank Worms

Worms

-

Master Supply Chain Management - Technische
Hochschule Köln – University of Applied Sciences

Cologne

https://www.th-koeln.de/studium/supplychain-and-operations-managementmaster_28094.php

Master Interactive Media Design

Darmstadt

https://imd.mediencampus.h-da.de/

Fahrzeuginitiative e.V.

Kaiserslautern

http://www.fahrzeug-
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initiative.de/index.php/veranstaltungen/20
8-produktionstechnologien-der-zukunft
GMFUS – The German Marshall Fund of the US

Berlin

Rheinland-Pfalz-Tag 2018 – Festival. Project
presentation

Worms

https://www.worms.de/de/kultur/veranstal
tungen/Rheinland-Pfalz-Tag-Worms-2018/

BAVC-Meeting - German Employers' Association
for the Chemical Industry

Wiesbaden

//

VDI/VDE-Meeting

Berlin

//

Jahrestagung Netzwerk Zukunftsforschung
Conference

Berlin

https://netzwerk-zukunftsforschung.de/

VCI-Meeting

Frankfurt

//

FU-Berlin – Presentation of the project part of a
lecture

Berlin

//

Spanish National Event: Future thinking to
support your business innovation strategy

Irun (Spain)

http://prospektiker.es/news/1518508873

Presentation of the ongoing results of the project
in the Annual Millennium Project and RIBER
network meeting

Santa Cruz de la
Sierra (Bolivia)

http://www.prospektiker.es/eu/news/1542
194009

Presentation of the project and its ongoing
results in an Engineering University Master
Course – Mondragon University

Mondragon
(Spain)

https://www.mondragon.edu/es/masteruniversitario-diseno-estrategico-productosservicios

Table 10. A summary of events organized by partners or where partners participated presenting the
beFORE project, in 2019.
Location
Event official website
Event title
Polish National Dissemination Event

Bialystok

Presentation of the results of beFORE project
during Erasmus visit
beFORE at the Constructing Social Futures
conference
Presentation of the results of beFORE project
during Summer School of Logistics in China
DBG transformative Bildung

Patras

uni.digital
"EUROPEAN BILDUNG DAY 2019"
Future of Engineering 2019
Futures Conference

Berlin
Berlin
Warsaw
Turku, FN

SDAC Workshop on Future Studies

Nürnberg

Kiron partner-meetup

Berlin

Anticipation conference
Kapitel21 meeting
IZT lunchtalk
The beFORE Project

Oslo, N
Berlin
Berlin
Berlin

Turku
Ningbo, China
Berlin

https://wiz.pb.edu.pl/2019/04/23/platform
a-e-learningowa-z-zakresu-badanforesightowych-rezultaty-projektu-before/
https://wiz.pb.edu.pl/projekty/before/
https://wiz.pb.edu.pl/2019/06/14/beforena-konferencji-constructing-social-futures/
https://wiz.pb.edu.pl/projekty/before/
https://www.transformative-innovationlab.de/tagung/#
https://www.unidigital.berlin
https://www.bildungday.eu/ebd-2019/
https://fe2019.itee.radom.pl/index.php/en/
https://futuresconference2019.wordpress.c
om/contact/futures-conferences/
https://www.sdac.studium.fau.de/2019/07/
sdac-workshop-on-futures-studies/
https://kiron.ngo/community/digitalinnovation-for-international-education
//
//
//
https://www.unidigital.berlin/_media/Refer
entenvortraege/unidigital_05April2019_Wo
rkshop_III_Ollenburg.pdf
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Conference / Congress / Workshop
Conference / Congress
Sector Skill Alliance Project preparation meeting
Master MAINS - Sant'Anna School of Advanced
Studies
Master Food Quality Management and
Communication
Before National Conference
Seminar at Department of Economics and
Management
Summer School Entrepreneurship in Humanities
Lubec
Before Final Conference
MORE Impresa Festival
Workshop

Songdo, South
Korea
Ołtarzew, PL
Brussels
Pisa

http://www.resiliencefrontiers.org/

Pisa

//

Pisa
Pisa

//
//

Bologna
Lucca
Pisa
Modena
Radom

//
//
//
//
http://horyzontyprzyszlosci.pl/wpcontent/uploads/2019/04/Programwarsztatu-pdf-1.pdf
//
//
https://en.unesco.org/events/globalfutures-literacy-design-forum
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn
:li:activity:6582575512470724608

Workshop
Workshop
Conference / Congress

Bonn, DE
Dubai, UAE
Paris, FR

Meeting of DHIP (“Development of Higher
Education Institutions' Internationalization
Policies”) project in Pisa
Special Event South Africa
Future of Engineering 2019
Meeting Foresight Europe Network (FEN)
MeerKontakte
HIK (Hessischer Innovationskongreß)
HS Hannover - Lecture 'Innovations- und
Zukunftsmanagement'
HS Emden-Leer, Lecture 'Introductory Futures
Studies for Engineers'

Pisa

VDMA GK Corporate Foresight

Berlin

Organization of the Spanish National Event
Interview publication in the SPRI Blog, newletter
and social media (Basque Government Agency
for Business Development and Competitiviness)
Presentation of the project in the CSR-CE project
meeting in Zagreb
Presentation of the project in the ERSCP 2019
Conference in Barcelona (PREPARE experts
meeting)
Meeting with ISDEFE (Public company that
provides innovation and consultancy to Spanish
Public Administration, dependentant of the
Spanish Ministry of Defense)
Presentation of the project in LKS Next
consultancy company (3 different offices)

Oñati (Spain)
Online

//
//
//

Pretoria (SA)
Warsaw
Warsaw
Kiel
Wiesbaden
Hannover

"www.bleufuture.com
www.kiyk.co.za"
fe2019.itee.radom.pl
www.feneu.org/
www.meer-kontakte.de/
www.technologieland-hessen.de/hik2019

Emden

https://f4.hs-hannover.de/studium/masterstudiengaenge/digitale-transformationmdt/
"https://www.hs-emdenleer.de/fachbereiche/technik/studiengaeng
e/technical-management-master/
"
//

Zagreb (Croatia)
Barcelona (Spain)
Zamudio (Spain)

San Sebastin,
Bilbao (virtual),
Mondragon
(Virtual)

http://www.prospektiker.es/news/1559813
765
"https://www.spri.eus/es/teicscomunicacion/before-habilidades-paradesarrollar-el-pensamiento-a-futuro/
https://www.isdefe.es/?language=en

http://www.csr-ce.org/
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Presentation of the platform to academics and
students from the Pontificia Universidad Católica
Sao Paulo (Brasil)
Organization of the National Event
Presentation of the platform in the Foresight and
Vigilance Course as part of the International
Business Management Master - Business Faculty
- Mondragon University

Sao Paulo (Brasil)

https://erscp2019.eu/

Mondragon
(Spain)
Bilbao (Spain)

https://www.isdefe.es/
https://www.mondragoncorporation.com/people/company/trabajaren-lks-next/

Figure 25 gives some evidence of the dissemination event included in previous tables.
Figure 25. A sample of pictures that evidence the events described previously.
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6. NATIONAL EVENTS ORGANIZED IN EACH CONSORTIUM COUNTRY
6.1. German National Events
1st NATIONAL EVENT TITLE: Netzwerk Zukunftsforschung: Jubiläums- und Jahrestagung 2017
(Anniversary and annual conference)
OBJECTIVES:
- The talk: disseminate the objective of the beFORE project:
futures literacy
- The conference: networking and make contact with
interested students and entrepreneurs and further the
discussions on the topic of futures literacy
STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS OF THE EVENT:

TARGET GROUPS:
Students, professionals, and all interested with
topics concerning scientific futures studies and
futures literacy
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: approx. 100

The members of the Germany team, Aveniture and Freie were part of the organization team and actively participated
at the conference in Berlin.
Sascha Dannenberg, research fellow Freie Universität Berlin, Insitut Futur and on the beFORE team gave a talk:
− The futures studies master-program at Freie Universität Berlin and its development since 2010 and how it
furthered futures literacy
− The project beFORE as an example to reach students and entrepreneurs outside of universities.
Riel Miller, UNESCO, Foresight Unit, Paris gave a talk on “Transforming the Future: Overview of a New Futures
Literacy Framework“. The talk gave an overview of his approach on futures literacy, which is the objective of the
beFORE project.

DATE AND LOCATION: 19th October, 2017 – Harnack Haus, Freie Universität Berlin, Germany
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2nd NATIONAL EVENT TITLE: uni.digital – teaching, assessment, learning 2019
– Data Literacy, Qualitätsförderung und akademische Integrität –
OBJECTIVES: what does data literacy, quality assurance and
academic integration enclose:
-

give an overview of what Data Literacy needs
discuss standards of digital educational material
discuss topics on assessment of knowledge
acquirement and certification

TARGET GROUPS: teachers, professors and
interested academics

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 150

STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS OF THE EVENT:
The German team of the beFORE project was attending and was part of the discussions around Keynote on digital
educational material and its assessments
−

The team presented the project and in one of the three workshop with the topic on international Learning
scenarios had the opportunity to further go into the project and the anticipated results

−

The event was organized by the Cedis department – part of the FREIE university, who were helpful in
consulting the beFORE team in e-learning matters throughout the planning phases.

DATE AND LOCATION: April 5th, 2019 – Berlin, Freie Universität Berlin, Germany
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3rd NATIONAL EVENT TITLE: An event made up of many (March separately, strike together)
OBJECTIVES:
-

To receive feedback from stakeholders and
disseminate in as many areas as possible
To have an effective communicate with stakeholders
by having tailored presentations

TARGET GROUPS: Academics, Students,
Entrepreneurs, Managers

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: +200

STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS OF THE EVENT:
To make sure that at the end of the beFORE project the objective and platform will be known in various stakeholder
communities the German teams from Aveniture GmbH (AVEN) and Freie Universität Berlin (FREIE) decided to have
not only one single national event but throughout autumn held different presentations to reach out to a variety of
potential learners.
The FREIE team had their first dissemination presentation at the Kiron partner-event. The organization gives access to
e-learning courses to migrants throughout Germany as a preparation for further studies. At the event the FREIE team
presented the beFORE project including the online courses and held a workshop on the pros and cons of the
workshop and collected valuable feedback from the participants.
Shortly after the project was also part of the discussion at the alumni-association Kapitel21. Alumnis as well as
current students of the master’s program in Futures Studies at the Freie Universität Berlin were encouraged to
spread the idea of the beFORE platform.
At another event the FREIE team was able to present and discuss the beFORE projects at the renowned Institute for
Futures Studies and Technology Assessment (IZT) in Berlin. They have been working in the field of applied Futures
research since 1981. The FREIE team held a talk and moderated a lively discussion at the IZT’s facilities in Berlin.

Settings the sails of future literacy
AVENITURE set sail with a booth and networking activities at the Baltic Fair MEERKONTAKTE in Kiel last
rd
th
October 23 and 24 leading the participants to explore beFORE's brand-new offer towards futures literacy.
Entrepreneurs have been in the focus, looking to set-up for new horizons and new perspectives, getting
familiar with the developed instrument and getting a first own experience with becoming more future
orientation.
An own booth concept has been developed to include E-Learning, interactive educational online material and
starting the dialogue with the general audience - especially entrepreneurs and academics from Germany,
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Denmark, and Sweden.
This fruitful experience was continued a week later in Wiesbaden, where the Aveniture team was selected for
the Hessen Innovation Congress 2019. A big step forward in designing the developed course material outside
the classroom to fully integrate the entrepreneurs of today and tomorrow. The business community was also
present to familiarize with the most important elements of future literacy and foresight attitudes as part of
tomorrow's daily life in companies. Especially the Wiesbaden-event was very well received not only by the
academic community (e.g. Fresenius-Hochschule, Hochschule Frankfurt, TU Darmstadt, and others) but also
by the local chamber of commerce.

DATE AND LOCATION:
-

Berlin: Kiron Partner Event Sep 5, 2019 / Kapitel21 Alumni-meeting Nov 15, 2019 / IZT LunchTalk Dec 2,
2019,
th
Kiel: 23rd-24 October, 2019 – MEERKONTAKTE, International fair for the Baltic Region
th
Wiesbaden: 30 October, 2019 – Hessischer Innovationskongress
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6.2. Italian National Events
1st NATIONAL EVENT TITLE: beFORE in GATE Centre Opening Day – Presentation of EU projects to policy
makers, academics, students and entrepreneurs
OBJECTIVES:
- To disseminate the main objectives of the project and the
first results achieved in terms of competence identification.
- To promote project activities with target groups (academics,
students and entrepreneurs), to discuss and understand their
needs concerning the importance of future thinking in their
careers.

TARGET GROUPS: Policy makers, Entrepreneurs,
Academics, Students

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 86

STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS OF THE EVENT:
The event consisted of half-a-day conference, structured in two different parts:
− Plenary Session: Presentation about the innovation ecosystem based in Pisa by Prof. Andrea Bonaccorsi and
round table with Entrepreneurs, Academics and Policy makers about how building an environment that is
able to anticipate new challenges coming from market and society, and to address them effectively.
− Parallel Sessions: These sessions were held in several different rooms in which companies and research
groups were presenting their main activities and were engaging people in participating to them. In
particular, a dedicated room was set to present EU project to the attendees and beFORE project was shown
in one of these. In particular, one poster describing the project was printed and the project team led by Prof.
Fantoni (University of Pisa) and Dr. Riccardo Apreda (Erre Quadro) presented project objective and results to
Academics, Students, Entrepreneurs and Policy makers. Silvia Fareri described presented project poster and
described project objectives. In this way, feedbacks about the project goals and activities were collected and
potential participants to the e-learning programmes were engaged in thinking about the importance of
future studies for their careers.

th

DATE AND LOCATION: 28 May 2018 – Galileo Aggregator for Technology and Enterprise, Pisa (Italy)
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2nd NATIONAL EVENT TITLE: Future Laboratory – Presentation of the beFORE project and workshop
about scenario building to academics, students and entrepreneurs – 15.05.2018
OBJECTIVES:
- To disseminate the main objectives of the project

TARGET GROUPS: Entrepreneurs, Academics,
Students

- To invite all the participants in taking part in the test phase
to give their feedback about the basic courses
- To promote project activities through the workshop “Future
laboratory”

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 46
STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS OF THE EVENT:
The event consisted of half-a-day conference, structured in three different parts:
− beFORE project presentation, foresight concept explication and demonstration of the importance of the
future- oriented thinking by Prof. Gualtiero Fantoni.
− Then Dr. Donata Gabelloni showed the basic course platform on the beFORE website and invited all the
partecipants to join the test phase.
− Finally, all the partecipants took part to the workshop activity named “Future Laboratory” oriented to
“Internet’s future” and managed by Dr. Leonello Trivelli and Elena Cervelli. After a brief phase where they
worked individually to invent possible news about Internet coming from 2050, they have been divided into
teams to create their own vision about the topic and then do PESTEL analysis for the year 2050 and show
results to the other teams. Opinions about Internet trends were collected and potential participants to the
e-learning programmes were engaged in thinking about the importance of future studies.

th

DATE AND LOCATION: 15 April 2019 – Galileo Aggregator for Technology and Enterprise, Pisa (Italy)
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6.3. Polish National Events
1st NATIONAL EVENT TITLE: beFORE Project on the 7th International Scientific Conference „World
Economy – Challenges of the 21st Century”
OBJECTIVES:
- To present beFORE Project within the academic society; to
present the rationale behind the project; to disseminate
interim results, specifically WP1 methodology and outcomes;
- To promote planned activities in the frame of WP2 –
competence survey - within target groups (especially
students and academics).

TARGET GROUPS: Academics; Researchers; PhD
Students

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 60

STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS OF THE EVENT:
The conference took place in Radom on the Kazimierz Pulaski University of Technology and Humanities,
th
Department of Economics and Law Sciences on the 24 of November, 2017.
The Agenda of the conference included beFORE Project was presented in the session of ENTREPRENEURSHIP,
BUSINESS MODELS AND LABOR MARKET, chaired by Professor Turan Subasat from Mugla Sitki Kocman Universitesi in
Turkey, by Dr Anna Sacio-Szymanska (beFORE Project Manager) and Anna Pajak (beFORE Project Researcher) from
the Institute for Sustainable Technologies – National Research Institute (Project Coordinator) with the presentation
titled “What are the competences that help to navigate the future”. During the presentation Dr Szymanska
introduced the main aims of the project and explained the methodology of extracting the list of competences
resulting from the WP1 desk research. In the second part of the presentation the WP 2 Survey rationale was
introduced.

th

DATE AND LOCATION: 24 of November, 2017, Radom, Kazimierz Pulaski University of Technology and Humanities,
Department of Economics and Law Sciences
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2nd NATIONAL EVENT TITLE: E-learning platform in the field of foresight research – results of the beFORE
project
OBJECTIVES:
- Dissemination of project results

TARGET GROUPS: Students (field of study: logistics
and production management and engineering)

- Presentation of the e-learning platform, both from the
substantive and technical point of view
- Testing of selected course modules

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 48

STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS OF THE EVENT:
The event was structured in the following way:
− Presentation of beFORE project and e-learning platform;
− Presentation futures literacy concept and its importance in entrepreneurship;
− Getting to know the students with the content of the course and testing e-learning platform;
− Filling in the evaluation questionnaire;
− Issuing certificates of participation in the National Dissemination Event.

th

DATE AND LOCATION: 16 April 2019 – Faculty of Engineering Management of the Białystok University of
Technology, Białystok, (Poland)

3rd NATIONAL EVENT TITLE: Futures Literacy/Foresight in Science and Business
OBJECTIVES:
- Introduction of participants to Foresight and Futures
Literacy

TARGET GROUPS: Entrepreneurs, Academics, Policymakers at local and regional level

- Dissemination of project results
- Presentation of the e-learning platform, both from the
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substantive and technical point of view
- Testing of selected course modules

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 20

STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS OF THE EVENT:
The meeting was organised to pilot test an online educational offer in Futures Literacy/Foresight and to present
beFORE project and its utputs. Participants were discussing such questions as: What is Futures Literacy? What is
Foresight? Why do we need it in science, business and policy-making? How to use it? Where do we learn it?
The agenda of the event was as following:
·
Introduction to foresight and beFORE project (10 minutes)
·
beFORE e-learning platform presentation (15 minutes)
·
Individual work: Testing the course online (60 minutes)
·
Individual work: Evaluating the course online and generating certificates of participation in the pilot testing of
the course (15 minutes)
·
Discussion and feedback (30 minutes)

th

DATE AND LOCATION: 9 May, 2019 – Łukasiewicz Research Network – Institute for Sustainable Technologies
(Radom, Poland).
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6.4. Spanish National Events
1st NATIONAL EVENT TITLE: beFORE in OPEN IRUN LAB: Future thinking to promote entrepreneurship
and support business innovation strategies
OBJECTIVES:
- To disseminate the results of the project, especially
regarding results from WP2, about competences to manage
future oriented tasks.
- To discuss with target groups about competences needed to
promote innovation and future-thinking in companies and to
think about practical business opportunities arising from
futures literacy and future thinking mindsets.

TARGET GROUPS: Entrepreneurship and Innovation
Students and Professionals from companies and
entrepreneurs.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 27

STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS OF THE EVENT:
The event consisted of a 2 hours workshop, structured in two different parts:
st
− 1 part: Presentation about the importance of long term and future thinking to support the development of
innovative products, services and business models, focusing on the identification of competences that help
to navigate the future; beFORE project’s results were presented, giving an overview of the main results
regarding competences needs in this context.
nd
− 2 part: The event counted as well with practical and real business cases, through the participation of
different entrepreneurs, highlighting TZBZ, a cooperative company focused in creating a positive impact in
the world through innovation, and through the use of the foresight. In addition, a dialogue session was held
to discuss the application of foresight in real entrepreneur business projects, with the participation of
companies (Roots, Koenna, Hiku and Drops) and students from the bachelor’s degree in entrepreneurial
leadership and innovation (Mondragon University).

DATE AND LOCATION: 1st February, 2018 - Mondragon University Premises in Irun (Spain).
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2nd NATIONAL EVENT TITLE: How does the future impact on your current business model and strategy?
OBJECTIVES:
- To present the beFORE pilot elearning platform to
encourage participants to get involved in the testing phase.
- To discuss with target groups about how foresight and
business models are related, highlighting the positive role of
futures thinking on organizations’ business strategies.
STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS OF THE EVENT:

TARGET GROUPS: Professionals from companies,
academics, entrepreneurs, students and policy
makers.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 10

The event consisted of a 2 hours workshop, structured in two different parts:
st
− 1 part: partners from Prospektiker and Mondragon University made 3 presentations in the context of the
beFORE project and foresight and business models:
 Presentation about the role and benefits of foresight
 Presentation about the beFORE project and the launching of the elearning platform
 Presentation about business models and why future thinking is essential when developing innovative
business models
nd
− 2 part: The second part of the session was dedicated to discuss in group about the role of foresight, on the
basis of each participant’s experience. Interesting discussion due to the exchange of views among regional
policy makers (ie. Basque Innovation Agency), company professionals (ie. from the business promotion
department of the biggest industrial Group of the Basque Country), academics (ie. headmaster) and young
entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship students.

DATE AND LOCATION: 14th May, 2019 - Mondragon University Premises in Oñati (Spain).
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3rd NATIONAL EVENT TITLE: beFORE e-learning platform: opportunities of foresight for businesses and
innovation
OBJECTIVES:
- To disseminate the finale beFORE elearning platform among
companies and entrepreneurial/business promotion centres.

TARGET GROUPS: Professionals from companies and
research centres and representatives from
entrepreneurship and business promotion centres.

- To present the opportunities for innovation arising from
foresight when applying it in a business and strategy context.
- To discuss with target groups about business opportunities
of foresight, on the basis of the beFORE elearning materials
(focusing specially on the entrepreneurship advanced course)

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 15

STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS OF THE EVENT:
The event consisted of a 1,5 hours workshop, structured in two different parts:
st
− 1 part: presentations session about the role of foresight, the beFORE elearning platform and the business
related contents of the beFORE entrepreneur advanced course:
 Presentation about the role and benefits of foresight
 Showcase of the beFORE elearning platform
 Presentation of the main relevant contents of the beFORE entrepreneur advanced course, as a practical
case using the beFORE elearning platform
− 2nd part: Discussion session to share experiences, views and expectations among participants in the field of
foresight and business.
The workshop was organized and disseminated in collaboration with the Business Promotion Centre of Mondragon
th
Corporation group, the biggest industrial group of the Basque Country and the 7 biggest of Spain.

th

DATE AND LOCATION: 18 December, 2018 – Garaia Technology Park, Mondragon (Spain).
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7. FINAL beFORE CONFERENCE
26th November 2019 the Final Conference of the beFORE project was held in Pisa (Italy), hosted
by the University of Pisa, with the main aim of disseminating the beFORE e-learning platform
that integrates both basic and advanced training materials, as the final result of the project,
and to guarantee this way the promotion of futures thinking and the acquisition of required
skills and competences by academics, students, entrepreneurs, professionals and policy
makers.
Figure 26. The programme of the Final Conference.

The conference counted on the participation of several experts from the foresight domain,
together with other professionals from the academic and policy making fields. Two parallel
participatory workshops were organized in relation to the future of professions and
competences and to existing quantitative methodologies to anticipate the future, along with a
roundtable discussion about the application of future in teaching. The meeting and workshop
organized together with the Foresight Europe Network closed the Conference.
More than 40 people participated, including representatives from all target groups of the
beFORE project; students, academics, professionals and entrepreneurs and policy makers. A
specific brochure about the Conference was elaborated and disseminated, as described in
section 3 of this report, together with a poster (see section 9).
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Figure 27. Pictures from the beFORE Final Conference in Pisa.
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8. beFORE NEWSLETTER PUBLICATIONS
Twelve newsletters have been design and distributed in the three year of the project duration.
These newsletters have been distributed via email, in two different formats; the first two
newsletters were disseminated in a PDF format, while the next newsletters where distributed
using an online scheme (i.e. mailchimp).

st

Figure 29. A screenshot of 2 Newsletter.

rd

Figure 31. A screenshot of 4 Newsletter.
Link to the newsletter.

Figure 28. A screenshot of 1 Newsletter.

Figure 30. A screenshot of 3 Newsletter.
Link to the newsletter.

nd

th
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th

Figure 33. A screenshot of 6 Newsletter.
Link to the newsletter.

th

Figure 35. A screenshot of 8 Newsletter.
Link to the newsletter.

Figure 32. A screenshot of 5 Newsletter.
Link to the newsletter.

Figure 34. A screenshot of 7 Newsletter.
Link to the newsletter.

th

th
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th

Figure 36. A screenshot of 9 Newsletter.
Link to the newsletter.

th

Figure 38. A screenshot of 11 Newsletter.
Link to the newsletter.

th

Figure 37. A screenshot of 10 Newsletter.
Link to the newsletter.

th

Figure 39. A screenshot of 12 Newsletter.
Link to the newsletter.
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9. OTHER beFORE TARGETED COMMUNICATIONS AND PROMOTIONAL
MATERIALS
This last section presents other specific communication materials created to be presented in
conferences and workshops, together with a beFORE calendar as merchandising material.

9.1. Targeted communications for Conferences and Workshops
Three posters have been developed to be presented in different international conferences,
already listed in previous sections, together with a specific leaflet about the 12 competences
needed to manage future oriented tasks. For the project’s final conference, the fourth poster
was designed and a project’s flyer was updated to include the information about the project’s
main output: beFORE online course in Foresight and Futures Literacy and it’s thematic content.
Figure 40. Poster presented in the FTA Conference in Brussels, in June 2018.
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Figure 41. Poster presented in the Creative Bureaucracy Festival in Berlin, in September 2018.

Figure 42. Poster presented in the Future Engineering Conference, in May 2019.
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Figure 43. Posters presented in the Final beFORE Conference, in November 2019.

Figure 44. Flyers presented in different conferences, workshops, meetings and during final project
conference
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9.2. Promotional material: Calendar
Finally, a beFORE calendar was produced, as merchandise of the project and as promotional
material.
Figure 45. beFORE calendar.

9.3. Other materials: Certificates
Finally, we prepared certificates for participants who were pilot-testing beFORE online course
and for external evaluators who provided feedback and helped us improve the final output.
Figure 46. beFORE certificates.
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10. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE CHALLENGES
This last chapter presents the main conclusions and lessons learnt throughout these three
years of the project lifetime, together with the main future challenges related to dissemination
activities and to communication dynamics with prioritized target groups.

10.1. CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNT
Target groups are different; different needs, expectations and sensitivities
Each target group is different from the other, with different knowledge, expertise and
experiences. In this context, needs and expectations differ clearly in the case of each target
group, and therefore, identifying these needs and expectations is an essential factor for a
successful dissemination and communication. Understanding your target groups’
communication needs will ensure that both the messages to convey and the channels to use
will be adapted to each case.
Communicate and listen: dialogue
Dissemination activities to carry out should be based on a bidirectional communication
approach; disseminating information to your target groups is good, but not enough.
Establishing a dialogue with them is highly important to get a feedback and to better
understand their reactions, and therefore, other possible needs or expectations may arise.
The different National Events and workshops organized along the lifetime of the project have
guaranteed this dialogue and continuous interaction with target groups.
Involve your target groups in the organization of the dissemination activities
Another important aspect to highlight is the fact that involving relevant stakeholders in the
organization process of dissemination events, as for instance, workshops and conferences, not
only makes the relationship with your target group stronger and more reliable, but also
produces a bigger multiplier effect, reaching a broader audience.
Involve your target groups in the development of project activities from the beginning to the
end
Together with involving relevant stakeholders in the organization of dissemination activities,
involving them during the development of other project activities (ie. state of the art, testing
phase…) is another important driver in order to get a deeper engagement from the prioritized
target groups. A higher involvement leads to a greater impact.
Open up to multidisciplinarity
As already mentioned, promoting the exchange of views and experiences among target groups
is an essential factor for a more successful communication strategy. However, this exchange of
ideas should not be limited to one single domain, as for instance to foresight, but to other
disciplines and fields of work that clearly, will be benefited from the project. In this sense, the
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beFORE project dissemination strategy was intended to reach stakeholder from a broad variety
of domains, both in the academic and the business areas.
Get inspired by what others do
beFORE consortium partners have been inspired by dissemination activities developed both by
beFORE partner themselves, and by other relevant stakeholders. In the case of internal
consortium partners, it is worth noting how all dissemination activities have been visible to all
during the whole project duration; this transparency has make good communication practices
more visible, working as good cases for replication.
The result of a coordinated participatory process
All beFORE partners have been involved in the development of the dissemination activities,
both through the implementation of individual activities, but also, through the organization of
common activities (ie. when organizing workshops and presentations in International
conferences). However, what is more important, all beFORE partners have been involved in
the elaboration of the dissemination and exploitation strategy from the beginning of the
project in 2017, guaranteeing this way a shared vision and a common understanding of the
objectives, channels and methods.

10.2. FUTURE CHALLENGES
Future challenges identified by beFORE partners relate mainly to the question of how to keep
alive the impact generated during the lifetime, and how to make it more solid, after the end of
the project. In this context, getting the commitment from all beFORE partners to implement
the exploitation activities collaboratively defined in the Dissemination and Exploitation
Strategy is key to ensure the expected impacts in the short, medium and long term. Proof of
this commitment is the submission and approval of a paper about the beFORE project in the
Futures Conference that will be organized in Turku (Finland) in June 2020, as well as the
commitment from university partners to introduce the beFORE materials in their own training
curricula.
As well as this, another future challenge is to keep close from target groups and other
relevant stakeholders impacted during the project, so they can continue having the role of
effect multiplier actors, not only adopting the created beFORE training materials, but also
disseminating them to other relevant and key stakeholders.
In this sense, needs and expectations of target groups may change along the time, so being
able to identify these changes and new demands is another future challenge to consider by
beFORE partners. Understanding new demands and requirements will open new collaborative
work opportunities to further develop contents created during the beFORE project.
Finally, continuing the internal cooperation dynamic established among beFORE partners will
be an important driver to face future challenges arising after the ending of the project, as
ensuring a collaborative work will facilitate and ensure a greater impact in the long term. A
good example of this cooperation is the ongoing preparation of a European funded project
proposal to further develop beFORE related contents.
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